Spring 2019
We had very few responses to our Parent Forum survey this term with only one parent
attending the forum on the day. This is a disappointing response resulting in only a few
areas for conversation.
We try to engage with our whole school community on a regular basis so please do get in
touch via the below survey with any areas for discussion at future forums.
Parent Forum
You said…
So we…
You would like Yoga Bugs Hordle Hub club
We will endeavour to provide staff to be
to return
able to run this club again as we agree that
it is a wonderful club for both physical and
mental well being
You asked if we would consider offering
After speaking to the parent who attended
cardigans as an option with the new logo
the forum, it was agreed that it is financially
sensible to only offer jumpers as siblings
can share. The team also explained that it is
a smarter look as cardigans tend to slip
off/misshapen. Staff in younger classes will
also save lots of time not having to do
buttons up!
You asked if we can provide new badges for Unfortunately we are unable to provide
new school uniform
replacement badges due to budgets but the
current badges are good quality and can be
cut off old uniform and sewn onto the new
style. Replacement badges can be
purchased should they be required.

You asked if we had made a conscious
decision to reduce school trips

With the new uniform, parents will also
have the option to purchase initialling for
up to 3 initials on jumpers, PE tops, PE
Skorts/Shorts and Hoodies and we hope this
will reduce the loss of items
This refers to last years’ YR trip – up until
2017 the YR trip was to Longdown and last
year the decision was made to look into
new places to visit as it was deemed likely
that the majority of YR children would have
already visited Longdown. Unfortunately,
our proposed trip to the RNLI did not come
to fruition so we are in the process of
exploring new trips for YR. Our commitment
to educational visits remains strong and we
continue to seek annual trips for all year
groups in order to enrich and enhance
learning.

If we could consider different formats for
class/team photos

We have looked into other options for
photography as a whole, in particular for
our class and sports team photos to make
them more modern. One option was to
change the class team photo to a longer
photo, with a more modern, contemporary
feel. The parent who attended the forum
commented that the long photos would be
undesirable in the long term as they would
be hard to keep, and more costly to frame.
The parent felt that the standard 10 x 8
shape is preferable as it gives parents better
options for storage and retention for the
longer term

